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Meeting: Monthly Meeting - September 2004 
 
Held at: The Brocklebank, Crewe Date: 7

th
 September 2004 

  Time: 17:15 – 18:40 
Prepared by Dave G 
 
Chairperson: Adrian T 
 
Present: Dave G  
 Adrian T  
 Richard W  
 Chris B  

 Simon B (from item 4)  

 Kit P (from item 4)  
 

Apologies: None  
   
 

 

Chairman’s Acceptance of Minutes 
 

 
_____________________________________________ 

 
____ / _____ / ____ 

Signature Date 
 

 

 

1 NEXT MEETING 

Monday 4
th
 October 2004. Venue: Brocklebank 16:45 – 18:30. 

Other future meeting dates agreed:- 

Tuesday 2
nd

 November 
Thursday 9

th
 December 

All assumed to start at 16:45 in The Brocklebank unless otherwise stated. 

2 MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 

Action CB/0720/04 should not have been marked as closed but otherwise the minutes were accepted. 
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3 ACTIONS FROM PREVIOUS MEETING 

3.1 Actions Closed Since Last Meeting 

Ref. Description & Progress Status 

AT/0629/02 Produce monthly report for Parity from next meeting 

0720: No progress 

0817: No progress 

COMPLETE 

SB/0817/01 Arrange for additional paperwork to be signed by all members 
and passed to Helen so that we can finally open our Abbey 
account 

COMPLETE 

RW/0817/02 Sell Euro Motor Holdings and purchase Alfred McAlpine for the 
mechanical portfolio 

COMPLETE 

RW/0817/03 Purchase Big Food Group for the fundamental portfolio COMPLETE 

SB/0817/04 Produce monthly report for Big Food Group from next meeting COMPLETE 

DG/0817/06 Amend future agenda to include an item for discussion of how 
to spend the “Learning” and “Fun” budgets 

COMPLETE 

3.2 Actions Carried forward to Next Meeting    

See end of these minutes. 

4 TREASURER’S REPORT 

4.1 Monthly Report Summary 

See separate report for detail.   

Highlights/Lowlights  A good month with a rise of approx £1100.  Unit value up from 454.213 to 474.455.  
We have £3,822.83 of non-mechanical cash. 

4.2 Matters Arising From Report 

The need for a decision on what to do with our Templeton warrants was raised.  Covered as part of 
section 5.4 of these minutes. 

5 PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 

5.1 Monthly Money Management Checks 

Despite our fundamental purchase of Big Food last month, the proportion of assets in common UK stock 
is still in the “Too Low” category (70% against strategic minimum of 75%) and the fundamental portfolio 
is also still “Too low” (19% against strategic minimum of 25%). 

Further purchases for the Fundamental portfolio would address these so proposals are still encouraged. 
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5.2 Mechanical Portfolio 

This month is a month for selecting a share for the ‘Growth’ side as our fourth purchase.  Top candidate 
was Cape which sparked off a discussion about whether or not we should purchase more ….. until we 
realised that the strategy precludes us from buying a share for the mechanical portfolio if we already 
hold it at all, not just whether it is already held in the mechanical.  Just when it was getting interesting, 
attention was switched to the next best candidate which was Hyder.  We don’t already have that so 
Richard to make purchase of appropriate amount. 

The table below now reflects the sell situation for each mechanical holding.  The appropriate sell 

condition is shown in bold 

Company Portfolio “Anniversary” Purchase 

Price 

Target 

Price 

Trailing 

Stop 

Loss 

High 

Since 

Purchase 

Target 

Met? 

Sell If 

Below 

Crest 
Nicholson 

Value Already 
passed (Apr 
2004) 

215.50 323.25 32.33 363.00 Yes 330.68 

Severfield-
Rowen 

Value Oct 2004 323.88 485.82 48.58 410.00 No 485.82 

Countryside 
Properties 

Value Dec 2004 196.70 295.05 29.51 279.00 No 295.05 

Wagon Value Feb 2005 198.00 297.00 29.70 198.50 No 297.00 

Horizon Growth Mar 2005 66.50 99.75 9.98 69.00 No 99.75 

4Imprint Growth May 2005 141.50 212.25 21.23 144.00 No 212.25 

Fyffes Value Jun 2005 117.34 176.00 17.60 119.50 No 176.00 

Sportingbet Growth Jul 2005 99.05 148.55 14.86 99.05 No 148.55 

McAlpine Value Aug 2005 254.70 382.05 38.21 256.25 No 382.05 

 

5.3 Monthly Reports For Each Company in Fundamental Portfolio 

CodaSciSys HOLD – Not yet met sell criteria (see table in 5.5 below) 

ISG A review took place of ISG as one was scheduled for Sep 2004 in 
accordance with the exit criteria.  It was agreed that we should continue 
to hold but that the exit criteria should be tightened up from the existing 
50% trailing stop.  Revised exit criteria were agreed and are recorded in 
the table in 5.5 below. 

Parity HOLD – Not yet met sell criteria (see table in 5.5 below) 

Big Food Group HOLD – Not yet met sell criteria (see table in 5.5 below) 
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5.4 Speculative Portfolio 

Templeton Emerging  Warrants expire 27
th
 Sep so we have 3 options.  (1) do nothing and let 

them be exercised when they expire and we’d get whatever net profit 
there might be, (2) sell them before they expire, (3) exercise them now 
(i.e. convert them to shares in Templeton Emerging). 

(1) was not liked as the exercise price would be unknown (especially as 
it looks as though there is a possibly ‘false market’ at present to 
artificially keep the share price above the strike price of the warrants).  
(3) was not liked because we hadn’t got a buy proposal for purchasing 
the shares and it would be inappropriate to make Templeton our single 
largest holding without a buy proposal.    
Agreed option was therefore (2) to sell the warrants.  Question 
remaining was when to sell.  Agreed that we should sell the warrants on 
24

th
 September or on the first day between now and then following a 

closing price  which is below the previous closing price.  Richard to 
monitor and sell accordingly. 

Cape A discussion took place on whether Cape should be moved to the 
Fundamental portfolio as it had met its original objective of doubling 
and was now just being held while it was still rising.  Moving it to the 
Fundamental portfolio would ensure that it got a ‘champion’ assigned to 
it and a monthly report produced.  As Cape is currently our biggest 
holding, it was considered inappropriate that we didn’t do any proper 
monitoring of it.  It was agreed that, rather than moving it to the 
Fundamental portfolio, it would be more appropriate to leave it in the 
Speculative but to assign a champion and start producing monthly 
reports.   Richard was assigned as champion.  General principle of 
assigning a champion to speculative holdings that had doubled was 
agreed and Dave undertook to update the Strategy to state this. An 
additional amendment to the strategy was agreed to say that in 
exceptional circumstances we do not need a champion for a 
fundamental holding.  This was to avoid the situation where effort was 
‘wasted’ producing a monthly report for a fundamental holding that 
might have crashed to a ‘not worth selling’ value.   

HOLD – Not yet met sell criteria (see table in 5.5 below) 

 

5.5 Stop Loss / Sell Criteria (as of date of treasurer’s report) 

The following is the summary of sell criteria for each stock held within the Speculative or Fundamental 
portfolios (the Mechanical holdings are dealt with as part of section 5.2 above).  The stop loss is invoked 
against the “end of day” price, but the sell decision may wait for the opening price to avoid rogue trades 
at the end of day. 
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Stock Reportee “High” Price Stop Loss 

(based on the 

“high”) 

Exit Criteria 

CSY Richard 420 210p Hold until at least Nov 04 and then review. 
In addition, review following any trading or 
results statement that expects / reports a 
fall in either revenues or profits over the 
previous reporting period;Trailing stop loss 
of 210p to start from purchase price (based 
on mid-price due to large spread). (High = 
420.0p) 

ISG Dave 193.5 120p Review if drops below 120p.  Commence a 
20% trailing stop loss if the price goes 
above 193.5p 

PTY  Adrian 38.8p (based 
on average 
purchase price 
of 19.4p) 

 Review in November 2004 but sell half the 
holding if it should double (this has be 
entered as a limit order so would not need 
constant monitoring) 

BFG Simon 88.0 44.0 Review if drops below trailing stop of 50% 

CIU Richard 123.5 98.9 20% trailing stop loss 

TEMA N/A (speculative 
and not yet 
doubled) 

57 14.25p Look for opportunities to sell (though 
currently not worth selling). 

 

5.6 New Buy Proposals 

No new buy proposals 

6 LUCKY LLAMA COMPETITION 

From Richard’s mail…. 

“Dave's turn for the wooden spoon with nothing particular happening to his selections. 1% loss.  Adrian 
managed a small rise of 0.3%, again nothing of note taking place. Simon was up 3.2% with Jarvis being 
giving the biggest contribution. CRC Group did well for Richard helping him to a 5.3% rise. And the 
winner this month is Chris who sneaked up on the rails on the very last day to claim a 5.9% gain. 
Congratulations! No standout company with all of his selections being up by 5% or so over the month.  

In the overall competition the final standings are: 

Richard  £107,053.72 

Kit      £100,000.00 

Simon     £98,951.53 

Dave      £91,288.78 

Chris     £87,735.96 

Adrian    £77,287.11 

So in the end, a fairly comfortable win for yours truely :)” 
 
New competition starts this time. 
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7 COMPETITIONS 

We selected William Hills for August but it stayed fairly flat.  The Sep competition will probably be in next 
Wed’s paper.   Dave suggested that it could be worth trying to pick from companies that are going to 
issue results during the competition period.  Richard to see whether he can extract such a list from 
Sharescope. 

8 SPENDING ON “FUN” AND “LEARNING” 

This new item on the agenda, arising from the Strategy Review last month, allows us to consider how we 
could better spend our “fun” and “learning” budgets.  Currently, the llama prizes and the end of year 
meal just about covers all the “fun” budget.  The only thing we currently spend some of the “learning” 
budget on is the part payment for Sharescope.  Consideration should be given to attending seminars, 
etc.  Agreed to leave this item on each agenda as a prompt/reminder. 
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ACTIONS CARRIED FORWARD TO NEXT MEETING 

Ref. Description & Progress Target Date 

RW/1219/03 Find out which instruments can be traded via our stockbroker 

0123: No progress 

0227: No progress 

0323: No progress 

0421: No progress 

0520: No progress – need to also consider what can be traded 
via City Deal now that we are about to have an account with 
them too 

0629: No progress 

0720: No progress 

0817: No progress 

0907: No progress 

04/10/2004 

KP/0227/04 
 
 (changed from 
ALL/0227/04 at 23/03/204 
meeting) 

Send Richard W your weighting values for the second 
mechanical portfolio 

0323: Kit still  needs to send his weightings in to Richard 

0421: No further progress.  Ideally Kit should get his weightings 
in by 14/05/2004 so that Richard can incorporate into screener 
ahead of the next run 

0520: Still awaiting Kit’s 

0629: No further progress 

0720: No progress 

0817: No progress 

0907: No progress.  Discussion took place about the adjusted 
weightings being limited to 10 for the Value portfolio.  Richard to 
remove this restriction (see new action RW/0907/05) 

04/10/2004 

AT/0720/03 Issue Chairman’s annual statement via email 

0817: No progress 

0907: No progress 

04/10/2004 

CB/0720/04 Send Standard Form of Agreement to tax office 

0817: Incorrectly marked as complete 

0907: Re-opened.  No further progress though. 

04/10/2004 

DG/0817/05 Update Club Strategy with changes arising from the annual 
review 

0907: Strategy updated and issued as “Draft” for 
review/acceptance.  Cosmetic change identified to prevent 
tables in the Appendices from splitting across pages.  Dave to 
update strategy but issue as approved 

04/10/2004 
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Ref. Description & Progress Target Date 

RW/0907/01 Buy appropriate amount of Hyder 08/09/2004 

RW/0907/02 Monitor the Templeton Warrants and sell on 24
th
 Sep or on first 

day which closes lower then previous 
24/09/2004 

RW/0907/03 Do a monthly report for Cape starting from October 04/10/2004 

DG/0907/04 Update strategy about assigning a champion to speculative 
holdings that double, and to not need a champion for 
fundamental in exceptional circumstances 

04/10/2004 

RW/0907/05 Remove the limit of 10 from the adjusted weightings for the 
Value portfolio 

04/10/2004 

RW/0907/06 See whether Sharescope can provide a list of companies about 
to announce results 

10/09/2004 
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PROPOSED AGENDA FOR NEXT MEETING. 
  

RSIC Monthly Meeting – Monday 4th October -  between 16:45 and 18:15 

Venue: The Brocklebank 
 

1. Agenda Changes? (2 mins) 
[Any items for AOB or any suggested reordering of agenda?] 

2. Date of Next Meetings (2 mins) 
[Agree a date for the next meetings] 

3. Minutes of last meeting (1 min) 
[Any comments on minutes from previous meeting 

4. Actions from last meeting (10 mins) 
[Progress on actions] 

5. Treasurer's Report (10 mins) 

6. Portfolio Management (30 mins) 

6.1. Monthly “Money Management” threshold checks 
6.2. Mechanical Portfolio 
6.3. Monthly Report for each Company in Fundamental Portfolio 
6.4. Speculative Portfolio 
6.5. Latest sell conditions for each share held 
6.6. New Buy Proposals 

7. Lucky Llama Competition (5 mins) 
[Latest positions and any new buy/sell decisions]  

8. Competitions (1 min) 

9. Spending of the “Fun” and “Learning” budgets (5 mins) 

AOB 


